TV series hunts down the world's only elephant osteopathFor anyone who has visited an osteopath for a bad back, you would think that getting ‘hands on’ to treat an animal as big as an elephant may sound impossible even dangerous, but Tony Nevin, the world’s only wildlife osteopath, has broken new ground in his work, treating the Asian elephants and is about to feature in a new TV series.Filming deep in the heart of the Thai jungle on the Burmese border with an innovative and unique sanctuary, the Golden Triangle Asian Elephant Foundation (GTAEF), Tony set about rehabilitating some of their 30 elephants with often dramatic results.Osteopathy involves physically lifting limbs to treat biomechanics and adjusting all the systems of the body including nervous, muscular and skeletal with each being fundamental to recovery and is often used on domestic animals but Tony treats everything from rodents to rhino and all on a voluntary basis. This fascinating 47-year-old animal osteopath, from Cheltenham, has just returned home from treating the foundation's elephants many of whom have suffered anything from trauma to physical injury while also filming the adventure for the series, "Animal Mechanics".The series follows Tony as he gets down and dirty in 35 deg heat and intensely high humidity to lift and rotate elephant legs, manipulate muscles and release pressure on every bodily system while the elephant's Mahouts scrutinise his every move.“Lifting a elephant’s leg and rotating it over and over in order to free the biomechanics is hard work in those sort of temperatures,” said Tony, “add to that the humidity and you can’t actually drink enough to compensate for water loss.”“I get sceptics until they see the work and results. I think some of our colleagues at the GTAEF questioned whether we could do it but there’s no doubt that the elephants benefitted.“Pepsi, a 12-year-old bull elephant suffered deep wounds in a fight with another bull and, when we arrived, couldn’t bend his leg. The lymphatic system had become disrupted, the muscles tight and the joints stiff and inflexible. By the time I left he was bending the elbow, walking freer and was more comfortable but the funniest thing was how much he loved the treatment.”“I don’t think the Mahouts who care for the elephants could believe what I wanted to do they called me ‘baa’ which means ‘crazy’ but they saw the results and then wanted to learn how to carry on the work.”“Treating Dah was a very special moment when I first approached her she wouldn’t let me near her. She was even afraid of the jungle so I couldn’t expect her to allow me to treat her straight away. Little by little we made gentle steps, she’d suffered so much trauma and when eventually she simply let go it reduced me to tears.“When her Mahout, Suk, a man of very few words, came after me as we drove away in a Tuk Tuk, and thanked me for ‘helping’ his elephant it just kicked me off again!”Animal Mechanics Producer & Director, Di Evans, says it was a TV eureka moment when she discovered Tony and found out about his work."I was desperate to try to get some help for my cat who had terrible back leg problems and struggled to walk," said Di. "Tony was recommended and after even the first treatment I noticed a dramatic difference in my cat.""As a producer I recognised that we had a great story to tell here but it was when Tony sheepishly told me that he worked on elephants and rhino that to me it was a no-brainer I knew we were onto a winner""It was a wonderful experience filming these magnificent creatures and to be honest you have to be very careful and safety conscious amongst them but the results were amazing, the shots dramatic and the story lines exciting, dramatic, sometimes sad but most of all jaw-droppinng. we can't wait to see it aired."The Golden Triangle Asian Elephant Foundation co-exists happily with the Golden Triangle Anantara Hotel around an hour’s drive North from Chiang Rai on the Burmese or Myanmar border. The resort would struggle to attract large numbers of visitors so far north and the foundation would find it hard to survive on donations alone. The charitable organisation rehomes both elephants and their mahout families who live side by side in a specially constructed, traditional camp. However the foundation leases the elephants and doesn’t buy them in order to provide a sustainable situation.So the elephants and Mahouts work for a living providing trekking and an opportunity for visitors to interact with them in as natural an environment as possible while also educating tourists in the life of a mahout, they even run courses.Foundation Director, John Roberts, admits he was sceptical when Tony contacted him about his osteopathy work.“My initial thought was ‘well I’m sure it won’t harm the elephants and you never know it might help’ so I was willing to give it a go. No one in four thousand years of looking after elephants has ever done anything like this,” he said.“And then when Pepsi got up and very, very definitely within a fifteen minute treatment, even in those days it was only two paces but the first two paces wererelaxed and ready and then you suddenly think well ‘OK’ any scepticism that may have been there at the time had gone.”“Tony is welcome back anytime and we are hoping he’ll return by November as we’ve got vet students travelling from, not only Chiang Mai University in the south but as far as Australia to study his work.”When Tony isn’t treating exotic wild animals he is back in Cheltenham caring for domestic animals and horses.“There’s always a period of adjustment when I get back from a trip,” he said,” I may have been doing it for a while now and there’s always something that surprises you every time.“But I will never forget those moments with Dah and, of course, I’m sure she won’t either.... they never do you know!”Di EvansM: 07887 945616Editorial Info:For more information, interviews and fabulous photos please contact Di Evans on M: 07887 945616 	T: 02476 707472
